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This newsletter is published by the Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education and will provide 

Massachusetts educators with information, advice, and support to teach the Massachusetts learning standards to students with 

significant disabilities, and to conduct the MCAS Alternate Assessment.  

“There can be few things that pay as big a dividend as simple acts of kindness.” 

David C. Johnson 
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Congratulations!!  
Welcome our newest MCAS-Alt Teacher Consultant: Sheila Chamberlin. Sheila currently is 

employed in the Agawam Public Schools where she works as the Educational Team Facilitator 

at Agawam High School. Previously, she worked as a special educator where she created 

MCAS-Alt portfolios for her students. We’re thrilled to have Sheila on board! 

  

Portfolios-in-Progress: 
 

Registration is now available for the Portfolios-in-Progress review sessions in late February 

and March.  

This will be the final opportunity for educators to: 

 receive feedback on their portfolios from an MCAS-Alt training specialist 

 receive answers to their questions about MCAS-Alt 

 continue working on their students’ portfolios 

 learn about competency and grade-level portfolios, access skills, entry points, and the 

ELAWriting strand. 

 

 

 

http://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/alt
http://mcasservicecenter.com/


The dates and locations of the portfolio review session are as follows:  

 

Tuesday 

February 28 

Wednesday 

March 8 

Thursday 

March 9 

Friday 

March 10 

Marriott 

Springfield 

Best Western 

Marlborough 

Doubletree 

Danvers 

Holiday Inn 

Taunton 

 

All MCAS and MCAS-Alt training opportunities are now listed on a new Department website. 

ELA–Writing is about expressive communication.   

 A student should be able to meet the requirements to submit writing samples, even if 

they cannot hold a pencil. They may use their primary mode of communication to 

produce the samples, including dictating or signing to a scribe, assistive augmentative 

or other symbolic communication system. We do not score penmanship, tracing letters, 

or how well a student copies a teacher’s words.  

 Dictated samples must be scribed verbatim; teacher edits are considered prompts that 

should be reflected in the percentage of Independence. Independence is scored either 

by the word or sentence. 

 Submission requirements: 3 final writing samples, plus one baseline per text type, plus 

one completed state-provided Writing Scoring Rubric for each final writing sample. A 

graphic of the ELAWriting strand requirements is available here.  

 All three final writing samples can either be the same or different text type(s). 

 The baseline should be produced early in the process of teaching the student to 
communicate expressively in a particular text type. The baseline sample may include a 
graphic organizer, outline, first or rough draft, pictures, symbols, or any early attempt 
of a writing assignment. 

 Rubric scores may be adjusted during scoring if the evidence submitted does not align 

with the scores given by the student’s teacher. 

 For the ELA-Writing, select entry points or access skills from the Text, Types and 

Purposes cluster heading. 

 TIP: Collaborate with a Speech and Language Pathologist for advice on how to obtain 

the highest-quality expressive communication from your student. 

 

http://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/training.html
http://mcas-alt.org/news/WRT_Req.jpg


General MCAS-Alt Reminders: 

 If an entry point includes two related skills connected by “and,” then one or both skills 

can be selected for the measurable outcome; if both skills are selected, then both must 

be assessed on each data point and on each piece of evidence. 

 Please obtain Department approval for any measurable outcome that is not based on 

an entry point found in the MCAS-Alt Resource Guide. 

 For each Mathematics domain or conceptual category, teachers can spiral only to the 

lowest grade level for that domain or conceptual category. 

 For ELAReading, review this ELA handout to determine whether the selected text is 

either Informational or Literary. 

 View a suggested list of web-based Informational texts. Please include a photocopy of 

any web-based text that is not found on this list, or if the text was created by a teacher 

(i.e., a social story), so scorers can determine if it is literary or informational. 

 For the ELALanguage strand, be sure to select entry points or access skills from the 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use cluster heading.  

 

Administrator’s Corner 
 

 Encourage teachers completing one or more MCAS-Alt portfolios to attend a Portfolios-

in-Progress review session. See dates and locations elsewhere in this newsletter. 

 Submission materials for MCAS-Alt portfolios will arrive in schools the week of February 

27. In order to certify that the quantity of materials received is accurate, please follow 

the instructions to complete Section 2 of the online MCAS-Alt PCPA. Click on “MCAS 

Alternate Assessment,” then click on “Principal Certification.”  

 To order additional submission materials, call the MCAS Service Center after March 6. 

 Schedule the UPS pick-up of portfolios by 3:00, Thursday, March 30. 

 Deadline for Portfolio shipment: 5:00 p.m., Friday, March 31. 

 
 

 

 

Was this email forwarded to you?  

Get on our mailing list. Click here to  

sign up for the MCAS-Alt News. 
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